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Gold Coast

If your idea of Hawai‘i is sun, sand and surf, focus on the famous Gold Coast. Here you'll find a variety of beaches, from convivial drive-up favorites to remote gems accessible only by 4WD. Between beach trips, explore ancient Hawaiian sites and the world-renowned Kona Coffee Belt.

After landing in Kailua-Kona, beat jet lag at easy-access Kahalu‘u Beach Park, where you might be rewarded with a sighting of honu (Hawaiian green sea turtles). Later, explore Pu‘uhonua O Honaunau National Historical Park, an ancient ‘Place of Refuge,’ and gaze at your first island sunset. The next day, book a cruise or a kayaking permit to snorkel in Kealakekua Bay, a veritable aquarium of fascinating marine life. Cool off in upcountry Holualoa, a former coffee village now thriving as an arts community.

If you're then hankering for a more off-road experience, hire a 4WD (and bring lots of sunscreen) to reach Kekaha Kai State Park, a string of once-remote beaches. Alternatively, bask in the rays at Hapuna Beach State Recreation Area or treat yourself to a round of golf or luxury spa treatment at one of South Kohala's resorts.
Can’t decide between West and East Hawai‘i? Split your time on either side, in the gloriously verdant Hamakua Coast and the barren mountainous landscape of Saddle Road.

Start in Kailua-Kona, where the sunshine will switch your body clock to local time. Spend a day or two enjoying ocean sports, such as bodyboarding at Magic Sands Beach, snorkeling at Kahaluu Beach, diving or deep-sea fishing. Between dips, ground yourself in island history at Hulihe‘e Palace, where Hawaiian royalty vacationed.

Meander up the South Kohala Coast, stopping for a walk to the Puako Petroglyph Preserve and to Hapuna Beach State Recreation Area for an archetypal beach day.

Next, enjoy the island’s bucolic side in Waimea, a paniolo (Hawaiian cowboy) town, and Hawi, surrounded by rolling hills. Eating is excellent in these towns, where you’ll find acclaimed Hawaii Regional Cuisine and innovative sushi. Make your way into Pololu Valley, where each little switchback presents another stupendous view.

Now it’s time to head east. First stop: Honoka‘a, a historic town now known for niche crops, a strong local community and irresistible malasadas (Portuguese doughnuts) at Tex Drive-In. Work off those doughnuts by walking down the steep road into Waipi‘o Valley. Along the Hamakua Coast, stop at the Laupahoehoe Train Museum, a mini gallery highlighting the magnificent railroads that once chugged over the gigantic gulches.

Settle now in Hilo, the untouristy capital seat, with a charming historic downtown. Splash with the tots at Onekahakaha Beach Park or look for honu (Hawaiian green sea turtles) at Richardson’s Ocean Park. From Hilo, take a day trip or two to Puna, cruising through sultry tropical jungles and, if your timing’s right, trekking to see molten lava at night. Don’t miss Uncle Robert’s Wednesday Night Market for a truly local experience.

End your visit with the island’s prize: Hawai‘i Volcanoes National Park, a veritable jackpot for hikers and nature lovers. Check with the rangers at the visitor center first. Don’t miss the impressive collection at Volcano Art Center and the farmers market on Sunday. Finally return to Kona via Saddle Road, which snakes its way between Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa.
To get your arms around Hawai‘i, you need at least two weeks. You need enough time not only for driving, but also for absorbing the sheer diversity of terrain, climate and culture.

Stay a couple of nights in **South Kona**, where the easygoing village pace and lush scenery make for a relaxing tonic. Reserve a kayak permit to explore the breathtaking marine life in **Kealakekua Bay**. For an extraordinarily retro experience, feast on pork chops or fried ‘opelu (mackerel scad) at **Manago Restaurant**.

Go south into Ka‘u, stopping to explore the stunning **Kula Kai Caverns** with expert guides. Stop at **Ka Lae**, the southernmost point in the USA, and, if undeterred by whipping winds and rugged terrain, trek to **Green Sand Beach**, where the ‘reward’ is not the actual beach (which is not swimmable), but the striking scene (and spirit of adventure).

Enter new territory as you approach **Hawai‘i Volcanoes National Park**. Avid hikers should find accommodations in Volcano village and start all-day hikes bright and early. To see molten lava, go to **Puna**, where you most likely have to hoof it over punishing terrain or sail across choppy waters to a viewing site. Recover by kicking back amid lush tree canopies and tide pools, enjoying the anything-goes attitude.

Continue circling the island to **Hilo**, a convenient home base with a multitude of restaurants, shops and things to do. Cobble together a picnic lunch and find a shady spot at Lili‘uokalani Park, and visit the Bengal tigers at the well-tended Pana‘ewa Rainforest Zoo. Ascend **Mauna Kea** to witness an unforgettable sunset and then stargaze.

After a few days in Hilo, head west along the **Hamakua Coast**, arguably the most scenic route along the highway. Take the short, steep hike into **Waipi‘o Valley**. For an interesting *paniolo* (cowboy) plantation town, stay in **Honoka‘a**, where nearby niche farms are thriving.

Finally head south along the Kohala Coast, stopping for a dip at picturesque **Mau‘umae Beach**. Pay homage to Kamehameha I at the ruins of his **Pu‘ukohola Heiau**. Splurge on a couple of nights at the **Four Seasons Resort Hualalai**. For variety, check out **Kailua-Kona’s** burgeoning restaurant scene for dinner.
To escape high-rises, traffic, big-box stores and crowds, target the Hamakua Coast and North Kohala. Here former plantation towns are remarkably unchanged, and you’ll revel in silence and small-town pace.

From Hilo cross the ‘Singing Bridge’ and suddenly you’re in the country. Veer onto the Pepe’ekoa 4-mile Scenic Drive for a visual extravaganza of tropical flora, which you can see close-up at Hawaii Tropical Botanical Garden. In Laupahoehoe, wind your way down to the windswept coast.

Honoka’a is tiny, but it’s a rustic charmer with indie eats and sleeps. Spend one day exploring Waipi’o Valley, either walking the steep path to the beach or joining a guided tour into the valley. Along the entire coast, try touring a boutique farm: mushrooms, vanilla, tea or coffee.

Next drive up the windswept North Kohala coast, stopping to snorkel at Mahukona Beach, which has zero beach appeal but boasts colorful marine life. Stay in Hawi, where you’ll find standout dining. On your last day, hike down into Pololu Valley and kayak with Flumin’ Kohala in historic irrigation ditches. Drive down Kohala Mountain Road for a final visual treat.
Top: Waipi’o Valley (p188)
Bottom: Hapuna Beach (p144)
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**THE KOHALA INSTITUTE**
Dive into the early colonial history of the Big Island, all while trekking along jungle paths that lie just off the bohemian enclaves of North Kohala. (p155)

**WAIMEA BACK ROADS**
A spiderweb of thin roads forms a fascinating network in the misty upcountry that surrounds Waimea. Go down little-known paths, and find a gorgeous new angle on Hawaii’s cattle country. (p160)

**KIHOLO BAY**
Discover this enormous bay where a plethora of landscapes, from red desert to black-sand beach to rocky coastline, awaits. Don’t forget to say hi to the sunning sea turtles while you’re here. (p123)
Experience a gentle, rural side of the Hamakua Coast with this bucolic little road trip, which winds through some of the most attractive agricultural scenery on the east side of the Big Island. (p185)

Two overland trail systems form a web of exploration opportunities in this lovely slice of preserved eucalyptus groves, ferns, and deep gulches. An excellent outdoor excursion for families and small groups. (p192)

Highland flora and copses of fir trees mark this mountainous excursion, which takes in an alpine vistas that are wholly unexpected in tropical Hawaii. (p172)

Go (more) off the grid in counter-culture Puna. Little country roads and jungle paths wind around mango groves and swathes of dramatic Pacific coastline. (p235)
Map Legend

Sights
- Bank
- Embassy/Consulate
- Hospital/Medical
- Internet
- Police
- Post Office
- Telephone
- Toilet
- Tourist Information
- Other Information

Geographic
- Beach
- Gate
- Hut/Shelter
- Lighthouse
- Lookout
- Mountain/Volcano
- Oasis
- Park
- Pass
- Picnic Area
- Waterfall

Populations
- Capital (National)
- Capital (State/Province)
- City/Large Town
- Town/Village

Activities, Courses & Tours
- Bodysurfing
- Diving
- Canoeing/Kayaking
- Course/Tour
- Sento Hot Baths/Onsen
- Skiing
- Snorkeling
- Surfing
- Swimming/Pool
- Walking
- Windsurfing
- Other Activity

Sleeping
- Sleeping
- Camping

Eating
- Eating

Drinking & Nightlife
- Drinking & Nightlife
- Cafe

Entertainment
- Entertainment

Shopping
- Shopping

Transport
- Airport
- BART station
- Border crossing
- Boston T station
- Bus
- Cable car/Funicular
- Cycling
- Ferry
- Metro/Muni station
- Monorail
- Parking
- Petrol station
- Subway/SkyTrain station
- Taxi
- Train station/Railway
- Tram
- Underground station
- Other Transport

Routes
- Tollway
- Freeway
- Primary
- Secondary
- Tertiary
- Lane
- Unsealed road
- Road under construction
- Plaza/Mall
- Steps
- Tunnel
- Pedestrian overpass
- Walking Tour
- Walking Tour detour
- Path/Walking Trail

Boundaries
- International
- State/Province
- Disputed
- Regional/Suburb
- Marine Park
- Cliff
- Wall

Hydrography
- River, Creek
- Intermittent River
- Canal
- Water
- Dry/Salt/Intermittent Lake
- Reef

Areas
- Airport/Runway
- Beach/Desert
- Cemetery (Christian)
- Cemetery (Other)
- Glacier
- Mudflat
- Park/Forest
- Sight (Building)
- Sportsground
- Swamp/Mangrove

Note: Not all symbols displayed above appear on the maps in this book
OUR STORY
A beat-up old car, a few dollars in the pocket and a sense of adventure. In 1972 that’s all Tony and Maureen Wheeler needed for the trip of a lifetime – across Europe and Asia overland to Australia. It took several months, and at the end – broke but inspired – they sat at their kitchen table writing and stapling together their first travel guide, Across Asia on the Cheap. Within a week they’d sold 1500 copies. Lonely Planet was born.

Today, Lonely Planet has offices in Franklin, London, Melbourne, Oakland, Dublin, Beijing and Delhi, with more than 600 staff and writers. We share Tony’s belief that ‘a great guidebook should do three things: inform, educate and amuse’.

OUR WRITERS

Adam Karlin
Kailua-Kona & the Kona Coast, Kohala & Waimea

Adam is a Lonely Planet author based out of wherever he is. Born in Washington DC and raised in the rural Maryland tidewater, he has been exploring the world and writing about it since he was 17. It’s a blessedly interesting way to live one’s life. Also, it’s good fun.

Loren Bell
Hawai‘i Volcanoes National Park, Ka‘u, Mauna Kea & Saddle Road, Puna

When Loren first backpacked through Europe, he was in the backpack. That memorable experience corrupted his 6-month-old brain, ensuring he would never be happy sitting still. His penchant for peregrination has taken him from training dogsled teams in the Tetons to chasing gibbons in the jungles of Borneo – with only brief pauses for silly ‘responsible’ things like earning degrees. When he’s not demystifying destinations for Lonely Planet, Loren writes about science and conservation news. He base-camps in the Rocky Mountains where he probably spends too much time on his mountain bike and skis.

Luci Yamamoto
Hamakua Coast, Hilo

A fourth-generation native of Hawai‘i, Luci is unfazed by rain, pidgin and long Hawaiian words. When she left law to be a writer, she heard the old adage: write what you know. For Lonely Planet she thus targeted the Hawaiian Islands. To her surprise, her kama‘aina background was only a launchpad – and she discovered extraordinary new people and places on her home island. Currently a writer, editor, Iyengar yoga teacher, and blogger (www.yogaspy.com) in Vancouver, she regularly returns to Hawai‘i and recharges her local ‘cred.’ Even more than papayas and poke, she loves the Big Island’s aloha spirit.